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Abstract

This thesis presents a task allocation method to implement fault tolerant software using functional pro-

gramming paradigm. The design and implementation using group communication system is also discussed

in order to build the runtime system on loosely coupled distributed environment.

Recently, many COTS computers are connected using LAN or WAN and there arise several projects which

use the computation power of these inexpensive computation resources. In these loosely coupled distributed

environment, there exists many components build up single system, there are di�erent class of performance

of computers, and the communication links may be sometimes down. In order to run large applications

including long running scienti�c computation on such environment, it is important for such systems to be

fault tolerance, the characteristics of a system to tolerate some fault and continue running in an acceptable

level.

Many research work has been done in this area since 1970s and there exists some basic techniques to im-

plement fault tolerance. However, most of these techniques are based on imperative programming paradigm.

Though it is easy to understand its operational semantics using imperative programming paradigm, program-

mers have to consider many complication: detecting the fault, checkpointing system state and recovering

using them to correct states, etc.

In order to avoid these diÆculties, APR replication technique which is based on functional programming

paradigm is introduced in 1998. The hole development, from the model of computation through implemen-

tation is introduced in APR approach. APR provides not only fault tolerance but it also shortens the time

to complete computation. It is only needed for programmers to describe application program in functional

manner in order to gain the above bene�ts.

Though the scheduling algorithm of functions in APR is introduced, the resource allocation method nor

details of design and implementation including communication in loosely coupled distributed environment

are still not de�ned.

This theses starts with the formalization of APR task scheduling algorithm. Then the RAFT resource

management system is introduced in order to manage computation resources and allocate tasks to the

resources. RAFT divides APR functions to more �ne-grained tasks called RAFT process and distributes

these processes to the computation resources existing on network. The recovery process in RAFT is also

de�ned so as to minimize the recovery time when failures occur.

The design and implementation using group communication is also introduced in this thesis with its cost

analysis. These works show the e�ectiveness and characteristics of the fault tolerant system which based on

functional programming paradigm.
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